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Sharp Transport Inc., selects TrackPoint Systems as its Asset Management Provider
Partner
TrackPoint Systems, an award winning provider in asset management hardware and software
solutions and Sharp Transport, Inc., a family owned trucking company located in middle
Tennessee, providing dedicated and truckload service throughout the US announced today that
Sharp Transport will equip their trailer fleet with TrackPoint’s Tr/IPS™ Solar Powered MCU. The
Tr/IPS™ Solar Powered MCU is a robust GPS device designed to provide real-time actionable
data that will allow a fleet to increase productivity and provide a higher degree of visibility to
their assets. Allie Sharp-Schwalb, President and CEO of Sharp Transport stated, “We chose
TrackPoint Systems because their equipment allowed Sharp Transport to provide better security
as well as a greater degree of customer services for their client’s freight. We also liked the fact
that their equipment is made right here in Tennessee.”
About Sharp Transport John Sharp founded Sharp Transport in 1979 with one tractor. Sharp
Transport Inc. has evolved into one of the largest family owned truckload carriers in Middle
Tennessee employing over 200 people. Their main terminal is located in Ethridge, Tennessee, a
small farming community about an hour south of Nashville. They also have a metropolitan office
located in Nashville, TN.
About TrackPoint Systems. TrackPoint Systems, LLC is an award winning provider of asset
management hardware and custom-engineered software solutions whose competitive
advantage is its patented energy saving battery management processes, wireless sensory
capabilities and peel and stick installation process. TrackPoint's patented solar-powered
Tr/IPS™ device has revolutionized untethered asset management by providing real-time
actionable data. TrackPoint is privately-held and located in Nashville, TN. Visit our website to
see our full complement of products and services.
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